Disability Recruiting: Corporate Recruiters Talk to Students with Disabilities

Thursday
Feb. 24, 2022
4 – 5 Central

ONLINE: Zoom

Students with disabilities are invited to an online discussion with corporate recruiters looking to hire. Disability:IN Chicagoland is partnering with the University of Illinois Chicago (UIC), DePaul University, Northwestern University, and Illinois Institute of Technology (IIT) to host a discussion between students with disabilities and businesses actively recruiting them.

Meet recruiters from CDW and KPMG who will share details about their corporate commitment to disability inclusion, their recruiting processes, and job openings for which they are currently recruiting candidates with disabilities. After the recruiters share their updates, students with disabilities will have an opportunity to ask questions and engage in this conversation with the corporate recruiters. Sign up here to be a part of this online discussion.

QUESTIONS? Contact Laura Wilhelm - Laura@di-chi.org